INTRODUCTION
i._I Before I should analyse the problems of the technical means and a method for the text analysis, I should like to touch a more general question. I wish to give a short sketch of the connection between the method to be presented and the problems of the modern theory of grammar and theory of documentation.
To see the connections of the theory of grammar clearer, let us start from Figure I .
Every message is an element of a net of connections /context/, ~etermined by time, geographical place, cultural environments etc. The linguistic analysis can set the only aim of discovering the inner /co-textual/ linguistic structure of the text with the demand of completeness. /It can draw near to the contextual connections only to an extent that is made possible by the structure of the dictionary having used at the analysis./
The co-textual analysis --and the immediate constituent and sentence analysis that are organic parts of ~t--can be done on different w~s.
TheFigure 1 shows the components of Chomsk~'s gemerative theory. Chomsky's generative process /@/ starts from the 'base component' /B/o The deep structure of the sentence /DS/ comes to existence from the sentence-basis by filling it up with Iexic~l elements in the 'lexicon' /L/. The surface structure /S~ comes to existence by using different kinds of transformations in the 'transformational component' /T/. /The situating of the lexicon and the transformational component in Figure I wishes to demonstrate that we may need turning to the lexicon even during dispatching the transformations./ The proper interpretating components /IDs and IS~ provide the surface and deep structure with phonetic and semantic interpretations. These interpretations, to a certain extent, relate to the extralinguis~ic realit~ already. The phonetic interpretation contains the basic elements, too, necessary to the real pronouncing of the sentence, beside the phonological interpretation of the surface structure /PHTR = ~honetic representation/. /The elements originating in the speaker's subjective interpretation either settle on or colour this./ The semantic interpretation --beside the establishing of the semantic character of the immediate constituents--trends to the discovering of logical connections independent from language, hidden behind the given verbal representation /LOSR = logical semantic representation versus LISR = linguistic semantic representation/.
A part of the investigations included by the generative linguistic theory, like other examinations of other kinds, raise the possibility of generating sentences on another way, too. I This generative process /G'/ starts from the universal logical construction /LOSR/. /The universal logical construction is a net of connections containing ,notion-words,2./ We have to order a linguistic structure / DS/ --reflecting the characteristics of the ~v~n language--to this construction, and make a concrete sentence of it / SS/.
The way of the sentence-analysis /A/ is of the opposite direction to both. At the same time, our sketched analysis is built on the theoretical basis, which has developed during the investigation concerning the problems of the generative processes /G and G'/ summarize~ above. But, as the text analysis goes beyond the boundaries of the sentence, we have to widen the sentencecentered theoretical basis, as well. 3
I.~
When analysing the notion 'text-structure' we can make a difference between the linguistic and the sound-textural components of the text. Both can be linearly and hierarchically patterned.
The 'linear patterning' is a net of the recurrences of elements that interweave the whole text. The 'hierarchical patterning' means the way as the text as a whole is built up from the basic units of the structure through the levels of the composition units of different complexity. 4
Of course there are texts where the sound-textural component is the organizer of the structure, but as it is not mY intention to deal with this now, I shall ignore their problems at present.
A great part of the essays dealing with text analysis considers making lists of the structural elements of similar construction. /It mostly remains among sentenceboundaries, so the use of a sentence-centered theory is enough./ These lists are undoubtedly essential characteristics of a text, but they reflect only one aspect of the text structure. This is what I called 'linear patterning'.
The other --and, from a certain point of view more important--aspect is the 'hierarchic~l patterning' of the text. Its analysis means much more problems.
The problems are different, according to the types of texts. Even if we consider only the most homogeneous texts --the sclent~fic didactic prose or the prose told only in the third person not containing indirect speech---5 --i even then we meet the following basic problem: grsmnatical /syntactic, semantic/ connections can be discovered only among sentences constructing the so-called 'paragraphs'. /At the same time, no one has yet established the types of it, neither has s~yone described its rules as a system./ larger text-units ~han 'paragraphs' only such connections can be shown that are carried by the 'content structure'.
Thus, beside the examination of the grammatical construction of the 'paragraphs' we also have to look for the means to help us to discover the connections of this kind.
_I.5
On this field we can get the greatest help from the documentation theory. During the last ten years the documentalists wrought out means and methods that will probably prove useful at the analysis of not scientific texts as well.
I should like to mention the thesaurus as the most significant means. The thesaurus --as known--is a notiondictionary serving for the normalization of the indexing and searching language, which provides the different connections among the notions. It is this feature, that I think makes this means very useful to the linguistics for its own purposes, too.
From the methods those of the abstracting and automatic indexing may become significant in our analysis.
In the text analysis there is a 'great obstacle', that the texts are too extensive. For the sake of making the analysis easier and the hierarchical structure clear-cut it is both useful and necessary to replace the larger structure-units by their abstracts. When speaking of abstracting --though abstracts made by statistic methods may mean a good help temporarily--I do not think of statistic abstracts alone.
In a broad outline these aspects of the documentation theory mean the wider frame, in which certain questions of the following analysing method can be examined.
ON THE MEANS OF THE CO-TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF TEXTS
In my opinion, the following means are necessary for the co-textual analysis of texts: I. a thesaurus including different sectors;
2. a rule-system working on sentences:
a/phonological, morphonological rules, ~ b/ syntactic rules, c/ semantic rules to the linguistic semantic interpretation to the logical semantic interpretation; 3. a system of the syntactic-semantic rules of the basic composition units;
4. a rule-system of an abstracting process;
5. a rule-system of a process that is able to establish the thematic connections of a 'text' consisting of abstracts.
In this chapter I want to deal only with the questions of the structure of the thesaurus in details. The work of all the rule-systems is based on the belowsketched thesaurus structure.
The thesaurus
The base of the linguistic analysis has to be a thesaurus that unites the structures of the thesaurus made for the purpose of documentation and that of the lexiconhavingdeveloped during the general linguistic investigations.
Such a thesaurus consists of two main parts: the sector of definitions and that of classifications. 7. When defining the informations ASC we --of course--think only of the minimal informations that can be defined with a relatively big probability. We wanted to mark the indefiniteness of the definition by selecting it from the others with a dotted line. We can provide the classifications with I. A Duns hmdj~n, a korl~tn~l, emberek ~llnak, feln6ttek @s gyermekek vegyesen. 2. N~zik a foly6afelett hint~z5 s a vxzre lelesz~ll6 si~lyokat.
3. A miDuna-szakaszunkon is ~yakranl~tom ezeket a viz felett lebeg6 korfllpiros cs6ra madaraEat 4.1 N@h8 magasra felcsapnak, Birds above the sea There are people standing on the bridge of the Danube, at the rail, adults as well as children. They are looking at the gulls that are swinging above the river and flying down to the water from time to time. I often see these corallinebeaked birds hovering above the water at our reach of the Danube as well. 
More.
It was a voice that I hear in autumn when a group of painfully cryin~ little hirds flies on m~ birches. All i-s, all i-s, but such sad i-s, that one's heart begins to ache.
The group of the crying birdies was flying over the ship. I was looking after them amazed. Tiny birds above the sea in the North? Would they be migratory birds? I know, the swallow, the yellow-bird, the bee-eater, the nightingale all shoulder the journey when their instinct calls the~ But perhaps these are Only moving birds. And perhaps it is the Sweedish insular world that explains me why I meet them here. Would they move from island to island? And do they dare to shoulder the journey above the angrily waving sea because the islands are not very far from each other? The sailors throw out scrapings to the gulls and they wolf them eagerly, nearly fighting. But who feeds these tin~ birds of the sea? During the substituting it can happen that there is a word in the text which is missing from our thesaurus.
The lex~cal entry of it has to be made and inserted into the thesaurus.
Paralelly with the substitution we can make the list of 'word forms' of the analysed text. Eg. The steps from 3 to 6 happened on the basis of the lexical /theeauristic/ informations.
The 'conditions' informations /CO1/ of the substituted lexical units mean a certain prediction referring to the 8nal~sis both inside and outside the sentences. For example the compulsory complement of the verbs makes it possible to look for the compulsory, possible and not complement like adverbs 81gorithmically.
The logical semantic interpretation of the deep structure makes it possible on one hand to establish the syno~ymity of sentences, and to discover the net of thematic connections of the text on the Other.
The compi!inE of special text-thesauri
After finishing the analysis of the sentences we compile different kinds of special text-thesauri.
It is this point where the whole interpretation of the linear patterning of the text takes place on the ~._~._I First of all we make the index of the word-forms of the whole text. After the word-forms this index gives the numbers of the sentences in which the given word-form occurs. We shall neglect the complete presentation of this index, we shall just give the list of the roots of nouns, verbs and adjectives that occur more than one time. /Considering the shortness of the text, a word occurring • twice can be relevant as well./ The underlined numbers in the list sign the 'implicite' occurrences of the given words. /We speak about implicit occurrences when the given word is represented by pronouns, verbal endings or demonstrative pronouns. Their identifications with the proper words have to be done already at the semantic interpretations of the sentences --and have to be signed by a special code in the continuously compiled text-dictionary./ We have to makesome of the special thesauri, but %he making of others can become necessary because of the imformations accumulated in the process of analysis. • 6.1 .
. They are looking at the gulls. 2. I often see these birds at our reach of the Danube as well. Sometimes they dart up high. 3. But I have seen gulls above the sea, too. 4. Then the weather had already turned to winter-like.
The birches of the island shone yellow. The North Sea dashed against its granite coasts with anger.
5.
My ship had started from a Finnish harbour and was leaving for Stockholm.
6. Wherever we passed, there were often appearing some granite islands. There were pines and birches on it. 7.
There were lonely lighthouses towering on some of them.
8.
The wind was wuthering on the deck. The waves threateningly dashed against the side of the ship. 9.
I stayed out on the deck for a time.
I0. I sent farewell to the Finnish coasts. I had such a homely feeling there. Ii.
I have never seen Italy. I have always been drawn to the North by m~ desire.
~.5.2
Before beginning the second step of making the abstract we have to examine the orphan blocks consisting of more communication units. We have to decide if they represent one or more composition units. The composition unit 4 raises mo?e problems already.
We can establish from the 'birches of the island' u on the basis of the later occurences of the 'island' and the 'birches' /see the composition unit 6/--that it refers to the birches of sea islands. The 'granite island' Considering the paraphrase-possibilities of the /i/ and /2/ and the tenses occuring in the text we can generate the following sentence from these:
'I said farewell to the hp~ely Finnish coasts.' or, holding to the structure of the text:
'I sent farewell toward9 the hom~ly Finnlah coasts.' I 'When we generate, of course it is not necessary to condense all the informations --hidden in the logical representation--into one sentence. ~.l Before the compilement of the thesaurus we have to select the so-called 'notion-words'. Mostly these ~notion-words' take place in the sector of the thesaur~stic definitions.
We also have to elaborate the 'semantic basic language' by which the words of the given language can be semantically defined and we have to define the system of the relations to be used in the semantic definitions. /The 'notion-words' are words, the elements of the 'semantic basic language' are of feature character./ The thesaurus has to provide the interrelations among the different 'notion-words' and the different 'lexical units'. These interrelations are of one-many 
LDEFin
That is: more lexical units /LDEF/ m~y belong to one 'notion word' /TDEF/.
_~.2
The relation 'logical semantic representation' --'linguistic semantic representation' is an analogous equivalent of the relation 'notion word'--'lexical unit'.
The 'logical semantic representation' /LOSE/ represents'logical connections' among ' notion words', while the 'linguistic semantic representation' /LISR/ represents 'verbal connections' among 'lexlcal units'. /In fact~ LISR is a deep structure that demonstrates the semantic character of the constituents, too./ In connection with these we have to define the systems of both the logical and linguistic connections, the way of their representation, the correspondence of these two systems of connections, and the way of passing over from one to the other.
The interrelations are here interrelations of sets and they are also of one-many character. /That is: to s given set of elementary logical relations more different text-structures can belong. These text structures one Dy one may contain only as many independent deep structures as ~he number of the elementary logical relations./ The efficacity of the analysing system first of all depends on the determinedness of the elements and relations of the logical and linguistic system and of the rules of ~.~ We have to mention that the relation of the phonetic and phonological representation is also analogous to the above told one, though this analogy contains an oblique symmetry. This is a natural consequence of the continuous and one-way one-many relation passing from the logical representation to the phonetic onee _~._~ From the point of view of the relation of the linguistic deep and surface structure the structure of the syntactic informations and the condition informations of the LDEF is of primly importance. It is significant to approach it from the transformations. /That is, we have to ~ examine to what extent the concrete lexical units occuring in a given deep structure determine the character of the transformations to be used./
~._5
It is only a solution of the above sketched problems happening on 8 theoretical basis forming one coherent system that makes possible the solution of such questions as -the automatic realization of the transitions from the surface structure to the incomplete deep structure, from the incomplete to the complete deep structure, from the deep structure ~D the logical repre sentat ion~ -the automatic discovery of the thematic connections built on the TDEF-s, -the automatic establishment of ~he --in the given connection--irrelevant elements of the deep structure, -the automatic realization of the reduction building on the irrelevant elements, When listing the problems we must not ignore the fact that the different kinds of texts will enlarge the above enumerated list of the basic problems with their special problems as well.
